Sossano, 06.02.2018
COMMERCIAL DESCRIPTION RADIO CONTROLLED MULCHING MOWER MODEL: X ROT

DESCRIPTION:
Radio Controlled Mulching Mower BARBIERI BHV model: X ROT ,
suitable for extreme slopes

1) ADVANTAGES:
-

EFFICIENT: X ROT works with a single blade and a high mower deck , designed to allow a
high volume of grass with a minimum engine power; the tracks are driven by electric
motors which are electronically controlled to have the best perfomances with the
minimum waste of power. The result is a very light vehicle that drives easily in slopes
and uneven grounds. A 10 HP engine is perfoming the same work as an heavy ,
expensive and cumbersome vehicle.
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-

EASY & CHEAP: : The Radio control is very easy to operate : there is no skill and training
required to fully control the vehicle. Each function of the machine can be controlled
from the handy set : No oil and hydraulic filters are required from electric transmission
; no wearing components and the small investment with low power involved turn this
incredible machine into a very cheap solution.

-

SAFE: the machine size and weight (kg. 300) are suitable to be safely transported by a
small pick up or van. It can be also deposited on to an unaccessible area by a light
crane; the driver is always away from the machine and in 100% safe position; no danger
or exhaust, dust or noise but a quiet position to work all day long

-

ECOLOGIC: the electric transmission system prevents any oil leakage and makes this
unit perfect to be safely employed in ecologic areas, near drinking water dam , ecologic
water oasis and protected nature reserves.
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2) TECHNICAL DATA :
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3) SALES CONDITIONS:
Standard Suppliyed Items: 1 x Basic Unit X ROT
1 x Radio Control
2 x Lithium Battery for Radio Control
1 x Battery charger
1 x Radio control’s hanging belt
1 x User Manual
1 x Engine user manual
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